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BoeBots in
Chatt

by Garrison Dale

The Campus Stewardship Committee (CSC) initiated Conservation Week, an initiative to promote
better environmental stewardship on Covenant’s campus. The
week’s main events will include
the launching of a new campus
recycling program, the Energy
Conservation Contest and “Project
Clean Plate.”
“We want conservation week to
encourage students to get more involved in stewarding the resources
we’ve been given, both as individuals and as a college,” said CSC cochair April Kent who is responsible
for coordinating, planning, and
overseeing the CSC’s events.
The idea for conservation week
came when Student Senate encouraged the CSC to combine the
Energy Conservation Contest and
Project Clean Plate into one event.
“We decided to do an entire week of events and projects
promoting different ways to be
responsible with what we have,”
said Kent.
Continued on page 2News

by Kendi Anderson

Glass House Collective

Plans for Brouwer’s temporary sculpture built with borrowed ladders

by Mary Grace Stocker

Glass House Collective is celebrating Glass Street this weekend by offering Better Block, a
day-long event to bring people together in order to transform Glass
Street into a walkable, vibrant,
neighborhood center. Better Block
will take place this Saturday, Feb.
23, from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
intersection of Glass Street and N.
Chamberlain Ave.
A little over one year ago, Glass
House Collective was established
in hopes of bringing life back to

Glass Street--typically perceived
as uninviting and unsafe. Glass
House has spent the past year
focusing on bringing positive
media attention to East Chattanooga. Glass House has also built
relationships among the neighbors
and held many community meetings in order for residents to speak
out and express the changes they
want to see in their neighborhood.
“Our work started to pick up
steam once we connected with the
residents and community members,” said Teal Thibaud, communication and outreach director

Glass House Collective

at Glass House Collective. “They
see the collective as a platform to
share their ideas and struggles. If
we did not have community support and participation, we would
not be able to continue working in
the area.”
“Glass House is entrepreneurial and beta-minded, gathering
diverse teams of talent to help revitalize the historic Glass Street in
East Chattanooga,” said Thibaud.
“We see our work through three
lenses: Creative Placemaking—
projects and programs that help
artists and entrepreneurs capture
Continued on page 2News

Today, the students raced robots.
Tomorrow, they will build sustainable houses.
Students at Hamilton County’s
STEM School are discovering that
project-based learning not only
teaches them something, it can be
fun too. The latest project for the
student body was to build robots
and race them.
Students had been studying the
processes used to build their Bots in
their math and science classes and
last week the teams of teachers and
students competed in a spirited race.
The students stood around a wooden maze and cheered as Principal
Dr. Tony Donen officiated the races
of their personally programmed and
constructed Boe-Bots.
“We pick projects that are based
around our STEM subjects, so that
the process that the students are
learning through these projects are
integrated with what they are learning in their other classes,” Donen
said.
Continued on page 2News
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Continued from front page
The CSC’s old recycling program
was suspended by the Student
Senate last semester due to its
inefficiency. Since the suspension,
the CSC has been planning to
re-launch an improved system. The
new program allows students who
are interested to sign up to receive a
recycling bag for their room. These
bags will be picked up every Thursday by CSC interns and taken to
a recycling dumpster. Sign-ups
for the bags are being held in the

Glass House Collective
Continued from front page
and shape the flavor of the neighborhood; Feet on the Streets—
getting people out of their cars
and into transforming experiences;
New Partnerships—using creativity as a resource for renewal to
bring people together.”
As a result of resident feedback,
Glass House Collective has been
able to secure city funding to
install new sidewalks, pedestrian
lighting, bus shelters, benches,

Boe-Bots in Chatt.
Continued from front page

Teachers Nicelle Price-Gray and
Valery Taylor, watched as their BoeBot completed the wooden maze in
one minute and 20 seconds.
A few minutes later, freshmen
Dashawna Porter and Janice Lindsay placed their Bot at the starting
line after making a few changes
from their unsuccessful round one
attempt. Students and teachers
cheered for the girls’ Bot as it completed the maze in 44 seconds, the
fastest time of the day.
The girls not only beat their
teachers, but they will also get to
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Great Hall this week.
“Student Senate decided to get
rid of the old recycling program
because students just did not show
enough initiative,” said CSC recycling lead Connor Castillo. “The
new idea is perfect because it starts
with the most interested students.
Hopefully this will spark interest
in other students and the program
will spread campus-wide.”
Though the CSC’s past attempt
to establish a student-lead recycling
program floundered, changes in the
committee’s structure, leadership,
and methods have provided new

hope for recycling at Covenant.
“We would love to see the new
recycling program take off on campus,” said Kent. “Recycling is an
easy way to cut down on waste and
is an important first step towards
caring about the environment.”
Along with the launching of the
new recycling program, the CSC
and Facilities Services will host the
Energy Conservation Contest, a
competition between the residence
buildings to see who can save the
most electricity during the week.
At the end of the week, the most
conservative building will receive a

special prize.
“We want to encourage people to
establish habits that will spend less
energy like turning off the lights
when you leave the room, or not
leaving your computer on for days
on end,” said CSC co-chair Marcos
Campbell.
The CSC will also be working with Chartwells to limit food
wastes in Project Clean Plate.
Chartwells will weigh the excess
food thrown away each meal to
give students an idea of how much
food is wasted everyday. During
Conservation Week, Chartwells

has promised to donate 100 pounds
of food to the Chattanooga Food
Bank for every 10% decrease of
waste in the Great Hall.
“We’re trying to change the
mindset of people so that they are
constantly thinking about ways
they can use fewer resources in a
way that is helpful and sustainable
for the environment,” said CSC
campus awareness lead Matthew
Bristley. “A big part of conservation
is simply awareness of ways we can
conserve.”

trash receptacles, and bike racks to
be implemented in the near future.
Glass House has also partnered
with LAUNCH, offering business planning courses to empower
residents in the surrounding area.
Thibaud said, “The goal of Glass
House Collective is not to displace
the current residents. We want the
people that live in the surrounding
areas of Glass Street to stay and
enjoy the economic development
we hope to spur in the area. This
is about creating a healthy, vibrant
community for all to enjoy!”

Last summer, Glass House
Collective received an Art Place
grant of $300,000. The grant has
served many purposes including
supporting Creative Placemaking, enhancing three occupied
storefronts on Glass Street, and
funding artists and designers to
fabricate six community benches,
three new bus shelters, and bike
racks. The grant has also helped
support temporary animations like
block parties and the upcoming
Better Block.
Glass Street will be packed this

Saturday. A few things on the
Better Block schedule are: a Main
Street to Glass Street bike ride, art
installations, a flea market, a food
truck court, Urban Renaissance
Mural Project, live jazz, screen
printing, a scavenger hunt, and a
community space ribbon cutting.
One of the coolest things happening at Better Block this weekend
is an art installation titled “Rise
Up Chattanooga.” Artist Charlie
Brouwer was commissioned by
Glass House Collective and Public
Art Chattanooga to build the

sculpture made out of hundreds of
ladders borrowed from individuals,
organizations, and businesses from
across Chattanooga. The project
coincides with efforts to bring new
life to the neighborhood and the
last ladders will be added during
Better Block.
To volunteer, email info@glasshousecollective.org.
Better Block is Feb. 23, 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Check out the packed
schedule on www.betterblockglass.
com. Join citizens in creating their
own block!

be the first names engraved on the
plaque that will hang inside the
entrance of their school as the BoeBot Race Champions.
It has been five weeks since the
students and teachers were divided
into teams and given a Boe-Bot
kit. Each kit consisted of the pieces
needed to build and program their
Bot to drive, using whisker sensors
to redirect its route throughout the
maze. Each team wrote the
program for their Bot on an iPad
that would control its movements
and response to obstacles.
The use of technology in the
classroom is something the Education Department at Covenant Col-

lege teaches their students.
“Covenant has not specifically
prepared us to build robots with
students, but it has taught us that
technology can be an important tool
in the classroom,” said sophomore
Kaylin Stewart, an education major.
Stewart built robots in the science olympiad in middle school. “I
learned a lot in the process of these
projects as I was able to take science
and math away from paper and use
it like an engineer,” she said.
Junior Jake Groenendyk, a biology major, grew up building Lego
Mindstorm robots, which function
similarly to the Boe-Bots used at
STEM.

“I enjoy learning about systems
and how things work, which is an
integral part of robot building,” he
said. “For me I don’t know if my
childhood robot building was the
chicken or the egg for my current
academic pursuits.”
Richard Manning is a retired
engineer who helps promote robotic
projects in different schools in the
area. He helped the students at
STEM and said, “The kids began
their project lost as to where to
begin, as they were just handed a
kit and told to go, but as the project
progressed I watched them improve
their problem solving abilities.”
Boe-Bots are named for the

Board of Education robot and
were supplied for STEM through
TVA’s employee donation funding. TVA’s employees donate more
than $300,000 a year to a variety of
educational programs like this, said
Charles Spencer, a senior adviser for
generative construction at TVA.
Donen announced that tomorrow
the students would be taking their
Boe-Bots apart and putting them
back in the boxes they came in for
next years class to use.
Lindsay said, “I am sad to be
done with our Boe-Bot project, but
excited to win our next competition—we’re going to start building
sustainable houses.”

Faculty Quote of the Week
“Do you guys remember what Bush just said in the State of the Union?”
-Dr. Corbett in Global Trends referencing Obama’s speech.
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Yes...to Conservation
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Levi the Poet at Covenant
by Bethany Daniels

Realistic, repentant, and
redemptive. These three words
represent the mission of Christian
spoken word artist known as Levi
the Poet. The artist, Levi Macallister, performed in the lower level of
Brock Hall on Saturday, Feb. 16.
The Levi the Poet project began
as a way for Levi to share his art,
but has now become “a labor to
bare all before others like the Son
of Man bore all before us and for
us. The vision is Jesus.”
After attending a Levi the Poet
show in Atlanta last year, junior
Juliet Cangelosi knew she wanted
Levi to come to Covenant. She
invited him after the show, and
he agreed. With the collaboration
of Student Senate, Cangelosi was
able to arrange a visit.
“My favorite quality of his
performance was the ebb and flow
of poetry and personal narrative,”
said Cangelosi. “Levi bares his
soul to an audience of strangers...
It feels perfectly naturally when
he stops and tells a story in the
middle of a stanza. We are seeing
Levi Macallister in the midst of
Levi the Poet. It makes him all the
more human.”
Levi the Poet has been touring
full-time for four years, often with
heavy metal bands—both Christian and non-Christian—shar-

ing his poetry and his testimony.
Levi’s poetry contains his own
questions, struggles, and pain in
sometimes very graphic language.
The rawness of his poetry can have
a polarizing effect on audiences. In
“Resentment,” Levi explains that
“somebody will love it because it’s
honest/and somebody will hate it
because it’s crude.”
“One of the things that surprised me the most about Levi was
this incredible sense of genuine
humility that he exuded,” said
junior Andrew Bankson. “There
was a certain heaviness to his
presence as he delivered his poems
that I can’t quite articulate. It was
as if he filled the whole room with
his passion, which sounds kind of
cheesy, but I can honestly say that
I have never had an experience like
that in my life.”
Levi also stresses his hope in a
suffering, sympathetic Savior.
“I don’t want people to be
discouraged because they’ve just
heard a bunch of bummer things.
Instead, they should be overjoyed
because Christ is alive. That is
not to minimize pain, but it is to
maximize Jesus,” said Levi.
Cangelosi agreed. “Human
suffering is real, but Levi uses it as
a vehicle to carry the message of
redemption,” she said.
“Levi was all about making
much of Christ in the middle

of crushing pain and fear,” said
Bankson. “What I loved about
Levi is that that idea is not just a
theme of his poetry. It is who he is
always. In a weird way, Levi made
me excited about following Jesus
again. He has a beautiful gift of
articulating the intensity of what
exactly being a Christian is.”
Levi is part of the upcoming
“Porn Kills” tour in March with
XXXChurch.com, a pornography awareness, prevention, and
recovery organization. The five-day
tour beginning in Seattle, WA, will
trace the west coast, fittingly, in a
hearse. Throughout the tour, Levi
will be performing the confrontational piece, “Pretty in Pornography,” in which he shares the grave
consequences of porn addiction.
“One time, a pastor asked me
to not perform it so he wouldn’t
get fired. I agreed, but then right
before I went up, he told me go
ahead and do it because his kids
needed to hear it. So, I did it—and
he didn’t get fired,” said Levi.
Surprisingly, the capable performer has not always been comfortable in front of a crowd. He
admitted to having terrible stage
fright, never intending to share his
work with others.
“I was definitely the kid who sat
on the fence and listened to Bright
Eyes while friends played soccer,
and I wrote in my journal,” Levi

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for News, please contact News editor Bethany Daniels at bethany.daniels@covenant.edu.

said of his introverted childhood.
He is thankful for the confidence he feels he has more
recently gained, and attributes his
growth to complete reliance on the
Word.
“There is not power in my story.
The only power in it is Jesus and
how he has redeemed it,” he said.
Levi and his wife, Brandi, live
in Albuquerque, NM. They are
involved in their local church and
Levi is also currently enrolled
in ReTrain, the theological and
practical leadership training school
for The Resurgence. Though Levi
has not been able to tour as often
because of the workload, he plans
to pick back up when he finishes
the year-long program in May.
“I wanted to go [to ReTrain]
because I felt like Jesus has given
me the grace to believe and put
faith in him, but I wanted to more
adequately articulate it,” said Levi.
As far as the development of
Levi the Poet, Levi is still wrestling, desiring to share the reason
for his hope.
He said, “Levi the Poet has been
really introspective so far. And
that’s fine. But I would love if it
had a lot more to do with Jesus
than it does with me. I want the
redemption of Christ to shine
through in the midst of the pain.
Jesus is it. That’s it.”
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Experiencing Levi the Poet
by Emmett Gienapp

An expectant crowd gathered on
the bottom floor of Brock Hall
this Saturday for a night of spoken
word and music. Students, parents,
and faculty members sat scattered
across the floor in front of a single
microphone—chatting away until
the first of three performances.
Kevin Hughes opened the event
with a selection of four original
pieces of poetry and his work set
the tone beautifully. Beginning
with a piece concerned with the
difficulty of establishing personal
identity in a faltering world, he
went on to cover the nature of
right relationships in light of human brokenness.
Though unplanned, a dialogue on the necessity of simple
honesty to ourselves and others
was the mantra for all three performers. Kevin made the human
condition plain, claiming that “if

people knew who we really are,
they’d probably want to know
someone else.”
Left by itself, this statement
seems dark and brutal. But
Kevin continued, saying, “All of
our false identities will be made
untrue. The image of God will be
shown in you.”
Next up on stage was Calvin
Cummings, who performed three
songs on guitar. He strummed a
few chords and waltzed into his
first song saying, “I was alone
when I was lost.” His account of
the emotion and thought that
accompanies human dysfunction
was forthright. The message wasn’t
simple so much as cleanly intelligible in its execution.
The content of his songs was
only accentuated and improved
by Calvin’s musical skill. His
licks were aching and dreamlike,
pulling the audience along with
the melody. His echoing close

to the end of his second song
highlights the pain of our condi-

tion: “I am not well.” This is not
an easy thing to admit or bear.
Something worth telling and
retelling, but painful too.
After Calvin, the main event
and guest, Levi the Poet, took the
stage with a message and a shout.
“I hate my art!” he yelled at the top
of his lungs. From that beginning,
he launched into an impressive
tirade from the perspective of a
broken individual, failing to see

the presence of God in the midst
of this world’s failings.
The piece moved from frustration at personal struggles to the
question of God’s goodness, and
finally to the loss of direction in
a purposeless life. His poetry lamented the tortures of mental demons and our incessant condition
of forgetfulness, despite the gospel.
Levi showed that this condition
results in the breakdown of right
perspective, which leads to blame
and despair, which inevitably turn
to spiritual decay.
Levi walked a thin line between
passion and fury as he worked
through human existence. Painful
and unsettling at times, he carried
the audience to the darkest corners
of the mind and stayed there past
the point of comfortable, distant
acknowledgement.
Despite the agony, or maybe
because of it, Levi then turned
to the same truth Kevin explored

earlier, and whispered, “Come
thou fount of every blessing. Tune my heart to sing thy
grace.” It is this rock that the
poet pointed to in the midst of
his own mire and the communal
tragedy of our man’s condition.
He slowed to a halting statement
near the end of his work: “I am
convinced that the love of God is
as boundless as the seas.”
Levi said that he intended his
poetry to carry us through a process of “Realism, Repentance, and
Redemption,” and I think not only
he but Kevin and Calvin as well
did that expertly. This night was
a model for the faith: a necessary
acknowledgment of our situation,
and the process of salvation from
it. That process was illustrated
with great care by all the minds
that contributed this Saturday and
their capable artistry showed the
verity of their declaration.

the challenge of spending the
majority of his time onstage
in handcuffs and blindfolded.
Because he is a prisoner, a large
part of his dialogue was in the
form of monologues. This could
have easily become monotonous,
but Anthony breathed an organic
authenticity to his lines that
made the listener feel as if they
were privy to the inner thoughts
of a terrified captive.
Patterson played the role of
Ellen Van Oss tremendously
well, mastering the placating
attitude of a government official
while making apparent an inner
struggle between showing compassion, which was her humane
duty, and maintaining a cold
aloofness, which was her official
duty. Sweet yet stern, approach-

able yet unyielding, Patterson’s
performance was very well done.
Upton’s Walker Harris is a
single-minded journalist who
is also capable of tremendous
compassion. Throughout the play,
we see Lainie and Walker’s relationship grow from screaming at
each other about the importance
of going public with Lainie’s
story to celebrating their triumph when Lainie finally opens
up to the press. Upton managed
to express both the professional
brashness of the journalist as
well as sincere compassion for
Lainie’s predicament.
Because the play is based
around a married couple that
are half a world apart from each
other, it was important for the
audience to feel that the connec-

tion between Michael and Lainie
was genuine. Without chemistry
between these two leads, the
entire play would have fallen well
short of its emotional potential.
Dove and Anthony, however,
had the best chemistry between
two romantically linked characters that I have ever seen on
the Sanderson stage. It was not
difficult to believe that these two
were a married couple suffering
from uncertainty and separation,
but their devotion for one another kept them loving, hoping
and living.

“Painful and unsettling
at times, he carried the
audience to the darkest
corners of the mind and
stayed there past the
point of comfortable,
distant acknowledgement.”

Two Rooms review
by Alia Hollback

Based in the 1980s, Two Rooms by
Lee Bleesing follows the journey
of Lainie (Anna Dove) as she
struggles with the realities of the
fact that her husband Michael
(David Anthony) is being held
hostage in Beirut. Lainie relies on
Ellen Van Oss (Anne Patterson),
an agent from the State Department, for information about her
husband’s safety and whereabouts
and becomes increasingly more
frustrated when it appears that the
American government is doing
little or nothing to secure Michael’s release. Meanwhile, Lainie
starts working with Walker Harris
(Peter Upton), a journalist who is
eager to write Lainie’s story and
bring public attention to Michael’s

captivity and the government’s
perceived ambivalence.
Though a freshman, Dove
brought a depth to the character
of Lainie that belied her age. Expressing everything from tenderness to frustration to devastation,
Dove embodied a distraught and
grieving wife desperate to do
whatever is necessary to secure
her husband’s release. The fact
that Dove was surrounded by a
cast of seniors with more than
one college production under
their belts made her first performance on Sanderson’s stage
all the more impressive. Dove’s
performance was a joy to watch
and hopefully the Covenant
community will see many more
in the future.
Anthony was faced with

Two Rooms continues to run
through this weekend. Visit the
Covenant website for more information.
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Breakfast
Blues
by Silas Tippens

Lost my reason to wake in the
morning
Ever since you left me without
warning.
We’ve always seemed to have
gotten along,
Now I’m wondering if I did you
wrong.
Lost my reason to give you
thanks and praise.
Each day that passes passes in a
daze.
The life I live is a life of decay.
My happiness happens to never
stay.

Review of Unhealthy

Darren Caulley

by Katie Jenkins

Are you a bad person if you do a
bad thing? Are you a good person
merely because you haven’t? Will
your one big mistake define the
rest of your life, or perhaps was it
not a mistake, but simply the revelation of who you were all along?
This past fall I had the privilege of donating to a young
playwright and recent NYU grad
Darren Caulley’s Kickstarter
campaign to fund the production of his new play Unhealthy
at the Off-Broadway theater
HERE Arts Center. I had hoped
to make it up to New York City
for the one week run of the
show, but alas, I had no money.
Fortunately, as a thank you for
donating, I received a recording
of the show. Oh, how I wish I
could have seen it live.
Unhealthy revolves around
two roommates, Michelle (Allison Scagliotti, Warehouse 13)
and Celia (Caitlin Kinnunen,

Spring Awakening), who were
friends in college despite their
differences and who have
grown into an uncomfortable,
codependent relationship. Michelle is a young actress with
a promising career and more
boys than she knows what to do
with, and Celia is a barista who
is still trying to break into the
field of journalism.
When Michelle brings her
scene partner, Kurt ( Josh Breslow),
home from rehearsal to “run lines,”
she finds Celia in the apartment
with Maycomb (Chris Bellant),
an unstable fan of Michelle’s who
found out where she lived and decided to drop by. As the play progresses, both men become more
and more obsessed with Michelle,
and Celia and Michelle become
more and more fed up with each
other’s flaws—real and perceived.
In the middle of Act II, the story
takes a tragic turn before building
to an unexpected finish.
Having written, directed and

produced plays during my time
at Covenant, I have an immediate respect for those young
theatre professionals who dive
in and work hard. The fact that
Darren Caulley, his director,
Brandon Ivie, and the whole cast
did such a good job turns this
respect into something akin to
admiration. Caulley’s dialogue
flows out of the actors’ mouths
like it originated there. Each
character had a specific voice, but
all sounded natural and casual.
In addition, the play’s plot is
remarkably strong for what is essentially a character study. There
was a Hitchcockian thriller style
to it that I was not expecting but
quite enjoyed.
The show addressed issues that
are directly affecting our generation: the way social media has an
ironic title in that it has actually
distanced us from each other; how
cell phones and the internet make
us feel connected when we really
have no substantial bonds; how

these things collide until we are
so broken relationally that we do
desperate things in order to reconnect. Guilt and selfishness were
also themes running throughout
the show, as Kurt and Michelle
deal with the consequences of a
one night stand (and whether or
not to tell Michelle’s boyfriend,
who’s living in LA), and Celia
and Michelle both feel like they’re
always fixing the other one’s problems. Each of these themes were
developed without overwhelming
the show, and the pain that finally
drives central tragedy arouses our
sympathy without demanding our
approval.
While some plot points and
some of the language means that
Unhealthy could never be performed at Covenant, I hope that
students will keep their eye out
for Caulley’s work in the future.
His talent for dialogue coupled
with his insight into people and
relationships leave him poised to
do great work in the theater.

I would have treated you so
much better,
Or perhaps branded a scarlet
letter
Across my chest and openly
confess
That I’m impressed by a snack I
love best.
Oh chocolate muffin, why’d you
have to leave?
I’ve learned not to wear my heart
on my sleeve.
Instead my love will always be
suppressed
As I keep it locked in a chocolate
chest.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Arts, please contact Arts editors Calvin Cummings and Alia Hollback at calvin. cummings@covenant.edu
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Everyone wants to be known
by Mae Mae Johnson

Relationships have been a hot
topic in the Opinions section this
semester. In this week’s issue, Mr.
Durgin and Ms. Johnson provide
some ways for us to think about
moving forward and moving past
this discussion. Let’s follow their
lead and think about our unity in
Christ rather than ways we are
driven apart.
The articles written over the past
few weeks dealing with gender
issues have struck a chord in my
heart. Over the past year I have
struggled with what it means to
be a woman in the church and
how my role may affect the men
in the church. In an attempt to
bring perspective to the discussion I present you with a thought.
This thought is one that comes
from an insecure, broken creature
whose heart often cries out in
feminist outrage at the thought of
men ruling the world.
As a female who grew up with
a stay-at-home mom and a dad
who worked until he literally
could no longer keep his eyes

open, one would think that I
would not struggle like I do. You
might think that my decision
for my life’s direction would be
easy and without inner turmoil.
However, I long to follow a
path that is very different than
my mom’s. My heart cries to be
viewed as equal even as I feel the
tension of what it means to be
a career-woman. I want to be a
doctor, a surgeon even, yet I want
to be a mother. How do these fit
together?
You may ask where I am going
with this. As Mr. LePage so eloquently wrote, men and women
are created equal. He made an
argument, equally uncomfortable
and exciting for me, that women
should be given the option of
ordination in the PCA church. I
do not pretend to know enough
about scripture to argue for either
side, nor do I feel called to preach
to anyone (not even to you), but
I found it immensely interesting that Mr. LePage’s article was
written alongside the article by
Mr. Reiter whose words basically
challenged the women of campus
to be more gracious. I also read

the articles by Ms. Hargreaves,
Ms. Morris, and Ms. Chupp and
my heart cried in assent to each
one. As I read Mr. Reiter’s article
I came to realize the battle that

“When I read that our
God ‘knit us together,’
my heart cries with joy
because it means that I
am known to the very last
base-pair of my genomic
identity.”
had begun. Is the issue that an
offhand comment struck a painful
chord? Or is it deeper?
I am not a theologian, a psychiatrist, a medical doctor, or even
a college graduate (yet), but the
questions each of these authors
has asked, although valid, may fall
short of reaching into the heart of
the issue. I would like to submit
that one of the deepest desires of
humanity is to be known. When
I read that our God “knit us together “ (Psalm 139:13), my heart
cries with joy because it means
that I am known to the very last
base-pair of my genomic identity.

Men and women
are created equal as we
are created in God’s
image—we are set on a
task to bear his image
by his grace and by the
work of the Holy Spirit
in our hearts. Each
individual fulfills this
arduous task in different
and mostly non-gender
specific ways, and yet
there are qualities in
men and women that
set us apart from each
other, that are to be
celebrated as gifts from
a most loving CreatorGod. Let us rejoice for
not only are we created
with purpose and identity, but our God has
also chosen to pursue
our hearts even as He
knows the very depths
of our wickedness. He
knows us. He loves us.
May we resist the urge
to judge one another,
and instead work to
embrace each other’s
gifts.

Ryu Pierro

It all comes back to obedience
by Wesley Durgin

I really don’t like the Opinions
section of the Bagpipe.
It’s a good thing to stir the
pot—otherwise dancing would
still be banned at Covenant. But
the problem with the Opinions
section is that the controversy it
generates is often not handled in
a courteous, refined, and tender
fashion. Since Dr. Halvorson’s
inauguration, the debates around
gender have been more fervent
than ever, and I am weary of
them.
Sex is unique among the
barriers that stand between the
perfect fellowship of the children

of God. It is unique because
it was deliberately bestowed
by God before the fall. When
our Father created man in the
garden, he created them male
and female. Our maleness and
femaleness are not meant to
create a false dichotomy among
us—God intended it to bring us
closer to each other and closer to
him. When Adam was alone in
the garden, God did not create
another man; He created Eve.
Men and women were put on
earth together because they need
each other; it wasn’t a mistake!
That we allow sex to drive
us apart is a result of our own
disobedience. Getting a basic

idea of how God wants us to
treat the opposite sex is not
that difficult—it’s obeying
God’s commands that we have
trouble with. We all know that
we should refrain from corrupt
and unwholesome speech (Eph.
4), that we should adorn ourselves with good works and not
Beyonce-esque attire (1. Tim.
2), and that we should put the
interests of others above our own
(Phil. 2:4-8).
Okay, well Scripture is great,
but practically, what does this
mean? It means that what
she’s wearing does not give you
permission to stop respecting
her as the daughter of God. It

means that if your best friend or
RA tells you that you probably
shouldn’t wear something—you
should heed their advice whether
you agree with them or not.
Putting the interests of others
above your own requires that
you recognize and understand
their interests. It means that you
should strive to grasp the interests of those different from you
so you can best facilitate them.
I believe some praise is in
order for two reasons. The first
reason is that I don’t want you to
write a response article. Seriously, send me an email instead.
I heartily encourage discussion
amongst friends—not enmity

among strangers. The second
reason is that, well, I think you
deserve it. Covenant is a bubble,
and it takes me time away to
comprehend just how good I
have it here. Generally, girls here
aren’t actively trying to seduce
men; they’re just trying to look
attractive. Generally, guys here
aren’t just trying to sleep with
women; they’re just trying to
marry them. When interacting with Christians with whom
you disagree, keep charity and
forgiveness foremost in your
mind—in keeping with the example and demands of Christ.
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Whispers from a lost generation
by Anna Dove

We often look at young people
who have chosen to reject Christianity, and wonder what else
has replaced faith in their hearts.
What are the thoughts, the emotions, the loves, the fears, and the
addictions that motivate those
outside of our Christian circle?
And once we know, how can we
relate in order to love them in
Christ?
Your Secret Public. The logo
captures perfectly this strange,
revolutionary social network
called Whisper that has brought
to light secret depths of sin
and darkness prevalent in our
generation. Anyone can join
the Whisper network simply
by downloading the app. Once
installed, one can post under
cover of complete anonymity any
thought, secret, or confession
they feel. The result is a shocking
barrage of horrid truths.
One may also “like” or respond
to posts of others. The posts are

separated into three categories:
Nearby, Popular, and Latest. I
have left out the worst sexually
explicit side of Whisper, the
crass revelations and “hit me
up” posts—of which there were
plenty. Instead, I have collected
some of the poignant, intense
Whispers to share. I record these
not to offend, but to extend
realization of the destitution and
brokenness around us that we
may be better able to love our
lost friends who have given up
on hope.
Here are a few recent posts
from Whisper:
My mother is dying and I can’t
even make myself care.
I hide my emotions…to the
world I’m a happy go lucky person…they’d never know I cry every
night…
Ever since you ripped out my
heart I date girls who look like you
and break theirs. I fear I won’t stop
until we resolve our past. It’s not
personal, it’s strictly business.
I smoke weed a lot more in a day

than I eat.
No one really knows me. It’s all
for show.

sex with my girlfriends, but we are
all completely straight.
I would like to love someone.

Isureveille.com

Have you ever laid in bed silently crying pushed your face into
a pillow to muffle the sound your
breathing is harsh and you feel so
lost? Me too…
Sometimes I dream about having

Anyone. Long as I’m happy and
they’re happy. That’s all that matters. Right?
My heart bleeds for these
people whose minds have been
darkened and whose life, without

Christ, is without purpose. It
seems so plausible, sometimes,
the lies of true happiness resting
in beauty, wealth, acceptance,
love, or power. Diamonds in
a millionaire’s necklace shine
brighter than the water dirty
from washing a friend’s feet. But
there is no happiness, or even
pretense of happiness, in the inner thoughts of humans without
Christ.
These “whispers” are answers
to the question of replacement.
Instead of finding true happiness
and constant peace in Christ, the
substitutions are false personality, fake love, drugs, revenge,
bisexuality, depression, sadness,
hopelessness, loneliness, shame,
and anger. It’s difficult to hear,
but it is true. May we use these
confessions to speak the Light
of Christ into their lives. He has
come not to save the perfect, but
the lost.

A grievous issue at Covenant
by Matthew Bristley

As we approach Alcohol Awareness Week, my mind hearkens
back to a Bagpipe article many
moons ago concerning a poll of
students’ alcohol, tobacco, and
drug use. While reading this
article, my heart sank. A tear
came to my eye as I read that 44
percent of students have reportedly never drunk alcohol in their
entire lives. My friends, this
should not be so. I believe this
is a vital issue for the Covenant
community, requiring significant soul-searching on the part
of every God-fearing man and
woman on this campus.

My friends, we need to be a
community that enjoys God’s
good gift of alcohol. Now, to be
sure, we should follow the Standards of Conduct and abstain
from God’s Good Gift while on
campus, while school is in session, and when we are underage.
But, ladies and gentlemen, when
you are under the authority of
your parents, your church, or in a
cultural situation; when you are
above that blessed age of 21, I
bid you, by all means, to partake
and enjoy a drink.
Now why do I say this? I say
this because we, as Christians,
need to get over Prohibition. It’s
been over 79 years since the 21st

Amendment passed (thanks be
to God) and Prohibition ended.
Alcohol is not supposed to be
the bitter enemy of Christianity.
On the contrary, Christianity has
long been a religion embracing
the right to a good drink. Jesus
Himself made alcohol an integral
part of one of the sacraments.
His first miracle was providing
wine at a party, for crying out
loud. And it was good stuff, too.
Countless believers from Paul to
Luther to Calvin to Kuyper to J.
Gresham Machen have enjoyed
alcohol and glorified God the
more for it.
However, a word of caution
is necessary here. What I am

advocating is the responsible enjoyment of a creationally-blessed
gift: alcohol. What I am not advocating is drunkenness. Drunkenness is the abuse of alcohol
just as idolatry is the abuse of
art or fornication is the abuse of
sex. Alcohol, art, and sex are all
good things, but they—like many
other things—can be abused.
So we need to be careful and
responsibly moderate ourselves
so that we are properly enjoying
what God has given us.
I also believe that if someone
chooses not to partake of alcohol
because they struggle with
temptation or for other personal
reasons, it is a legitimate choice.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Opinions, please contact Opinions editor Greg Steele at greg.steele@covenant.edu

In these situations, we should
be careful and love them as the
“weaker brothers” Paul talks
about in Romans 14. But this
abstinence should not therefore
prohibit others from partaking.
As 1 Timothy 4:4 says, “Everything God created is good, and
nothing is to be rejected if it is
received with thanksgiving.”
In short, God created alcohol
for man’s delight and His own
glorification. Christians are to
enjoy God’s creation and wonder
at its awesomeness, including the
aesthetic glory of beer, wine, and
other types of alcohol. To paraphrase Hans Rookmaaker, “Beer
needs no justification.”
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Basketball senior send-off
by C. Rollins & P. Wilkerson

On Saturday, the men’s basketball team played their final home
game at Covenant College. A
very large crowd of proud parents, students, and locals filled
the stands to witness the Scots
win an exciting game against
Huntington College 56-52.
The win gave Covenant a 9-3
home record this year and was
the team’s 13th win of the season.
More importantly than all this,
though, was that the team sent
off six seniors on Saturday, seniors
whose dedication over the last
four years helped raise Covenant
basketball from the ashes.
“I wouldn’t have had it happen
any differently” was a common

phrase spoken by all the seniors at
a team luncheon before Saturday’s
game.
“This group of men is special,”
said senior Callum Sears. “It was
really hard in the beginning, but
we stuck together as a group
and that’s what helped us get
through.”
He was speaking of his first
three years in the program when
Covenant had three, six, and
eight-win seasons. On Saturday
Covenant guaranteed itself of at
least finishing .500 on the year.
While this may not seem a lot
to some, this accomplishment
should not be overlooked.
Sports Information Director
Andrew Mindeman said, “The
last time Covenant basketball was

.500 in a season you would have
to go back to the 1998 basketball
season.”
These six men have helped
rebuild the basketball program,
which was in serious need of
help when they first came to
Covenant. This took an immense
amount of dedication from a
group that didn’t see many results
early on.
Senior center Joey Danek said,
“Engineering at Covenant is a
three-year degree, but I took an
extra year so I could play with
this group one more year. We
came here to win, and we didn’t
win a lot my first three years. We
knew we had a good shot to [win]
this year, and I didn’t want to
miss out on that.”

Senior guard Rosbie Mutcherson’s experience as a Covenant
Scot was very unique.
“I just showed up,” said Mutcherson. “I thought this place was
weird and so were my teammates,
but the more I got to know them,
the more I understood them, the
more I liked this place.”
“Here at Covenant I was put in
a position where I could follow
my passions and be accepted,”
said forward Damien Chaney.
“It’s hard to be into dance and
theater while also playing sports.
Not only did this group of individuals allow me to pursue my
interests, but they also encouraged me to pursue them.”
This group of seniors is a
very unique group. It is a group

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Sports, please contact Sports editor Peter Wilkerson at peter.wilkerson@covenant.edu

of misfits that includes an 6’9
engineer ( Joey Danek), a dancer
(Damien Chaney), a 24-year-old
(Sam Bowman), a music major
(Callum Sears), a skinny financier ( Jon DeVries), and Rosbie
Mutcherson. This group of men
has spent their time at Covenant
not only furthering themselves
academically, but also establishing Covenant basketball as a team
that could win.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Please
write for sports, or I will keep
writing articles about basketball
for another month! Write about
your favorite sport! Athletes,
write about YOUR SPORT!!!
#baseball, #tennis, #softball, etc.

